What Are Our Goals?

own sake. While educational targets may vary (e.g., for children under two years of age or adults on the other hand, the emphasis is on making connections between subjects and understanding the process of learning. This can help students develop a broader perspective and appreciate the interconnectedness of different areas of knowledge.

According to multiple intelligences (e.g., Gardner), all human beings possess at least eight forms of intelligence, which are not equally developed in all individuals. For example, some people may excel in verbal and logical reasoning, while others may be more skilled in spatial or musical abilities. Recognizing and accommodating these individual differences in learning styles can help educators create more effective and inclusive educational experiences.

The theory of multiple intelligences asserts that there is no single measure of intelligence that applies to all individuals. Instead, multiple intelligences are distinct and independent of one another. To explore these various intelligences, educators can use a variety of strategies, such as providing students with opportunities to express their ideas through different modes (e.g., writing, oral presentations, art projects). This can help students understand and value their own strengths and weaknesses, as well as those of their peers.
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